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Abstract
Conformal methods create prediction bands that control average cov-
erage assuming solely i.i.d. data. Although the literature has mostly fo-
cused on prediction intervals, more general regions can often better rep-
resent uncertainty. For instance, a bimodal target is better represented
by the union of two intervals. Such prediction regions are obtained by
CD-split, which combines the split method and a data-driven partition
of the feature space which scales to high dimensions. In this paper, we pro-
vide new theoretical properties and simulations related to CD-split. We
show that CD-split converges asymptotically to the oracle highest den-
sity set. In particular, we show that CD-split satisfies local and asymp-
totic conditional validity. We also present many new simulations, which
show how to tune CD-split and compare it to other methods in the liter-
ature. In a wide variety of these simulations, CD-split has a better condi-
tional coverage and yields smaller prediction regions than other methods.
1 Goals in conformal prediction
Most supervised machine learning methods yield a point estimate for a tar-
get, Y ∈ Y , based on features, X ∈ X . However, it is often more informative
to present prediction bands, that is, a subset of Y with plausible values for Y
(Neter et al., 1996). A particular way of constructing prediction bands is through
conformal predictions (Vovk et al., 2005, 2009). Conformal predictions generate
a predictive region for a future target, Yn+1, based on features, Xn+1, and past
observations ((X1,Y1), . . . , (Xn ,Yn)). An advantage of the conformal methodol-
ogy is that it controls the marginal coverage of prediction bands assuming solely
exchangeable1 data (Kallenberg, 2006):
1The assumption of i.i.d. is a special case of exchangeability.
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Definition 1.1. A conformal prediction, C (Xn+1), satisfies marginal validity if
P (Yn+1 ∈C (Xn+1))≥ 1−α, where 1−α is a coverage level.
Besides marginal validity one might also wish for stronger guarantees. For
instance, one might desire adequate coverage for each new instance and not
solely on average across instances. This property is named conditional validity:
Definition 1.2. A conformal prediction, C (Xn+1) satisfies conditional validity if,
P(Yn+1 ∈C (Xn+1)|Xn+1 = xn+1)≥ 1−α, for every xn+1 ∈X .
Unfortunately, conditional validity can be obtained only under strong as-
sumptions about the distribution of (X,Y ) (Vovk, 2012; Lei and Wasserman, 2014;
Barber et al., 2019). Given this result, effort has been focused on obtaining inter-
mediate conditions, such as local validity:
Definition 1.3. A conformal prediction, C (Xn+1) satisfies local validity if,
P(Yn+1 ∈C (Xn+1)|Xn+1 ∈ A)≥ 1−α, for every A in a partition ofX .
Current methods that obtain local validity compute conformal regions using
only training instances that fall in A (Lei and Wasserman, 2014; Barber et al.,
2019; Guan, 2019). However, these methods do not scale to high-dimensional
settings because it is challenging to create A that is large enough so that many
training instances fall in A, and yet small enough so that local validity is close to
conditional validity.
Another alternative is to obtain conditional validity at the specified level as
the sample size increases (Lei et al., 2018):
Definition 1.4. A conformal prediction, C (Xn+1) satisfies asymptotic conditional
validity if, there exist random sets,Λn , such thatP(Xn+1 ∈Λn |Λn)= 1−oP(1) and
sup
xn+1∈Λn
|P(Yn+1 ∈C (Xn+1)|Xn+1 = xn+1)−1−α| = oP(1).
In a regression context in which Y = R, Lei et al. (2018) obtains asymp-
totic conditional coverage under assumptions such as Y = µ(X)+ ², where ² is
independent of X and has density symmetric around 0. More recently, asymp-
totic conditional coverage was obtained under weaker conditions with methods
based on quantile regression (Sesia and Candès, 2019; Romano et al., 2019) and
cumulative distribution function (cdf) estimators (Chernozhukov et al., 2019;
Izbicki et al., 2020).
Besides validity, it is also desirable to obtain small prediction regions. For
instance, the methods in the last paragraph converge to the interval with the
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Figure 1: Comparison between a conformal method based on intervals (left) and
CD-split when Y |X is bimodal.
smallest length among the ones with adequate conditional coverage. However,
even the oracle interval can be large. For instance, fig. 1 presents a case in which,
for large values of X, Y is bimodal. In this case, the interval-based conformal
method in the left provides large prediction bands, since it must include the
low density region between the modes of the distribution. In order to overcome
this challenge, Izbicki et al. (2020) introduces CD-split, which can yield arbi-
trary regions. Since CD-split approximates the conditional highest density set
for the target variable, it can attain both asymptotic conditional validity and
prediction regions that are considerably smaller than the ones obtained from
interval-based methods, as illustrated in fig. 1. In order to obtain such small
regions, CD-split combines (i) fast-to-compute (inductive)-conformal bands
(Papadopoulos, 2008; Vovk, 2012; Lei et al., 2018), (ii) a local conformity score
(Lei and Wasserman, 2014), (iii) scalable conditional density estimators (Lueck-
mann et al., 2017; Papamakarios et al., 2017; Izbicki and Lee, 2016, 2017; Pospisil
and Lee, 2019; Dalmasso et al., 2020), and (iv) a novel data-driven partition of
the feature space that scales better to high dimensions than the ones previously
proposed.
This paper provides new theoretical and experimental results for CD-split.
For instance, the paper proves that CD-split satisfies asymptotic conditional
coverage and converges to the oracle highest density set. Section 2 introduces
notation, reviews CD-split and shows how it can be applied to multiclass clas-
sification. Section 2.3 provides new theoretical results for CD-split. It is shown
that CD-split satisfies local validity and that, under mild assumptions, it also
satisfies asymptotic conditional validity and asymptotically predicts the condi-
tional highest density set. Section 3 uses several new experiments to show how
to tune CD-split and to compare it to other existing methods.
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2 CD-split
2.1 Review of some conformal prediction methods
The main goal in conformal predictions is to use the data to obtain a valid pre-
diction region, C (Xn+1). A general strategy for obtaining such a region is the
split method (Papadopoulos et al., 2002; Lei et al., 2018). Under this method,
the data is divided into two sets: the training set, D′ = {(X′1,Y ′1), . . . , (X′n ,Y ′n)}, and
the prediction set, D= {(X1,Y1), . . . , (Xn ,Ym)}. We define m = n solely to simplify
notation. Next, a function, hˆ :X ×Y → R, is trained using solely D′. Finally, D
is used for calculating Ui := hˆ(Xi ,Yi ), the split residuals. Since the split residuals
are i.i.d. given hˆ, the rank of Un+1 is uniform among {1, . . . ,n+1} and, by letting
Ubαc to be the bnαc order statistic among U1, . . . ,Un , obtain that
P
(
Un+1 ≥Ubαc
)≥ 1−α
P
(
hˆ(Xn+1,Yn+1)≥Ubαc
)≥ 1−α
P
(
Yn+1 ∈
{
y : hˆ(Xn+1, y)≥Ubαc
})≥ 1−α.
That is, C (Xn+1)=
{
y : hˆ(Xn+1, y)≥Ubαc
}
is a marginally valid prediction region.
However, in order to obtain stronger types of validity, it might be necessary to
change the definition of the cutoff, Ubαc, so that it adapts to the value of Xn+1.
One way to obtain this adaptivity is to calculate the cutoff using solely the
instances in D with covariates close to Xn+1. For instance, Lei and Wasserman
(2014) dividesX in a partition,A , and compute Ubαc using solely the instances
that fall in the same partition element as Xn+1, as in Definition 2.1.
Definition 2.1. LetA be a partition ofX . For each A ∈A , let
A(Xn+1)= {(X,Y ) ∈D : ∃A ∈A s.t. X ∈ A and Xn+1 ∈ A}
Let Ui = hˆ(Xi ,Yi ) be computed for each (Xi ,Yi ) in A(Xn+1). Ubαc(Xn+1) is the
b|A(Xn+1)| ·αc order statistic of these Ui .
Since the split residuals in Definition 2.1 are exchangeable, one still obtains
marginal validity by substituting Ubαc for Ubαc(Xn+1) in the split method.
2.2 Definition of CD-split
The main idea behind CD-split is to yield prediction bands that approximate{
y : f (y |xn+1)> qα(xn+1)
}
, the conditional highest density set. In order to ac-
complish this goal, CD-split uses the split method and adaptive cutoffs. In the
split method, hˆ is chosen to be a conditional density estimator, f̂ (y |x). Also,
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the partition for the adaptive cutoff is chosen so that, if xi and x j fall in the same
partition element, then Ui = f̂ (Yi |xi ) and U j = f̂ (Y j |x j ) have similarα quantiles.
Definition 2.3 formalizes this idea.
Definition 2.2. Let Ui = f̂ (Yi |Xi ). An estimate of the conditional cdf of the split
residual is Hˆ(u|X) := ∫{y : f̂ (y |x)≤u} f̂ (y |x)d y . Also, an estimate of the conditional
α-quantile of the split residual is qˆα(Xi ) := Hˆ−1(α|Xi ).
Definition 2.3 (CD-split partition). Let I be a partition of [0,1]. A is a parti-
tion ofX such that xi and x j are in the same partition element ofA if and only
if qˆα(xi ) and qˆα(x j ) are in the same partition element ofI .
The performance of CD-split is highly dependent on the partition chosen
in Definition 2.3. For instance, if the partition were defined according to the Eu-
clidean distance on the feature space (Lei and Wasserman, 2014; Barber et al.,
2019), then CD-split would not scale to high-dimensional feature spaces. In
these settings small Euclidean neighborhoods have few data points and, there-
fore, the partition would be composed of large neighborhoods. As a result, each
partition element would contain features with drastically varying densities, that
is, the method would deviate strongly from conditional coverage. Definition 2.3
overcomes this difficulty by partitioning the feature space in a way that is directly
related to conditional coverage. As a result, coarse partitions can still deviate
weakly from conditional coverage.
By combining these ideas, it is possible to formally define CD-split.
Definition 2.4 (CD-split). Let Ubαc(Xn+1) (Definition 2.1) be computed using
the partition in Definition 2.3. The CD-split conformal prediction, C (Xn+1) is:
C (xn+1)=
{
y : f̂ (y |xn+1)≥Ubαc(Xn+1)
}
, (1)
That is, CD-split is computed according to algorithm 1.
Although we focus on the case in which Y is a real number, Definition 2.4
can be applied to arbitrary types of Y . In particular, when Y is discrete, f̂ can
be a conditional probability estimate, Pˆ (y |x).
By observing eq. (1), it is possible to obtain some intuition on the theoretical
properties of CD-split. If f̂ ≈ f , then for every x ∈ A(xn+1), qα(x)≈ qα(xn+1). As
a result, Ubαc(xn+1)≈ qα(xn+1) and C (xn+1)≈ {y : f (y |xn+1)≥ qα(xn+1)}, the ora-
cle conformal prediction. In words, if the conditional density is well estimated,
the conformal band will be close to the oracle band. This intuition is formalized
in the following section.
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Algorithm 1 CD-split
Input: Data (xi ,Yi ), i = 1, ...,n, coverage level 1−α ∈ (0,1), algorithmB for fitting con-
ditional density function, a partition of [0,1],I .
Output: Prediction band for xn+1 ∈Rd
1: Randomly split {1,2, ...,n} into two subsets D and D′
2: Fit fˆ =B({(xi ,Yi ) : i ∈D′}) // Estimate cdf
3: Compute qˆα(xi ), a quantile estimate, for each (xi , yi ) ∈D // (Definition 2.2)
4: Determine A(xn+1), the instances inD that fall in the same partition element
as xn+1 // ( Definitions 2.1 and 2.3)
5: Let Ubαc(xn+1) be the α-quantile of
{
f̂ (yi |xi ) : (xi , yi ) ∈ A(xn+1)
}
6: return
{
y : f̂ (y |xn+1)≥Ubαc(xn+1)
}
2.3 Theoretical properties of CD-split
This subsection shows that CD-split satisfies many of the goals for conformal
predictions that are described in section 1. All proofs are in the Appendix.
In order to obtain results, we use the standard assumption that the instances
are i.i.d. We require this assumption instead of the weaker one of exchangeabil-
ity to guarantee the performance of the conditional density estimator.
Assumption 2.5. ((X1,Y1), . . . , (Xn+1,Yn+1)) are i.i.d.
Using only Assumption 2.5, it is possible to show that CD-split satisfies
marginal and local validity:
Theorem 2.6 (Local and marginal validity). Under Assumption 2.5, CD-split
satisfies local validity (Definition 1.3) with respect to the partition in Definition 2.3.
CD-split also satisfies marginal validity (Definition 1.1).
Under some additional weak assumptions, CD-split also satisfies asymp-
totic conditional validity. In particular, CD-split yields bands that converge to
the conditional highest density set, that is, the set with smallest size among the
ones with the specified coverage. These requirements to obtain these properties
are formalized in Assumptions 2.7 to 2.9. Assumption 2.7 requires that f̂ is a
consistent estimator of f :
Assumption 2.7 (Consistency of f̂ ). There exist ηn = o(1) and ρn = o(1) s.t.
P
(
E
[
sup
y∈Y
(
f̂ (y |X)− f (y |X))2 | f̂ ]≥ ηn
)
≤ ρn
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Assumption 2.8 requires the density of Ui := f̂ (Yi |Xi ) to be well-behaved. It
requires the split residuals to be continuous, with a smooth cdf (bounded den-
sity) and no plateau close to the α quantile:
Assumption 2.8. For every x, H(u|x) is continuous, differentiable and d H(u|x)du ≤
M1. Also
d H(u|x)
du ≥M2 > 0 in a neighborhood of qα(x).
Finally, Assumption 2.9 requires Y to be bounded. This is a weak assump-
tion, since there exist continuous bijective functions that map Rd onto (−1,1).
Also, this assumption could probably be removed by using stronger bounds in
the proof of Lemma 4.3 in the Appendix.
Assumption 2.9. Y is bounded.
By combining the above assumptions, it is possible to obtain that CD-split
satisfies asymptotic conditional validity and converges to the smallest set with
the specified coverage, the conditional highest density set:
Theorem 2.10. Let C∗α(x) = {y : f (y |x) ≥ qα(x)}, where qα(x) is chosen so that
P(Yn+1 ∈ C∗α(Xn+1)|Xn+1) = 1−α. C∗α(x) is a conditional highest density set. If
|I | = o(1), for each I ∈I , under Assumptions 2.5 and 2.7 to 2.9 CD-split satisfies:
P
(
Yn+1 ∈C∗(Xn+1)4C (Xn+1)|Xn+1
)= oP(1).
That is, CD-split satisfies asymptotic conditional validity and converges to the
conditional highest density set.
2.4 CD-split+
CD-split partitions the feature space based on solely the estimated conditional
α quantiles of the split residuals. Given this reliance on a single point, CD-split
might be unstable in some scenarios. An alternative is to build a partition based
on the full estimate of the cdf of the split residuals, the profile of the residual:
Definition 2.11 (Profile of residual). The profile of a split residual, gx(u), is
ĝx(u) := Pˆ (Ui ≤ u|x)=
∫
{y : f̂ (y |x)≤u}
f̂ (y |x)d y.
That is, ĝx(u) is the estimated conditional cdf of the split residual.
Definition 2.12 (Profile distance). The profile distance2 between xa ,xb ∈X is
d 2ĝ (xa ,xb) :=
∫ ∞
0
(
ĝxa (t )− ĝxb (t )
)2 d t ,
2The profile distance is a metric on the quotient spaceX /∼, where ∼ is the equivalence rela-
tion xa ∼ xb ⇐⇒ ĝxa ≡ ĝxb .
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The profile distance is chosen so that two goals are satisfied. First, if two
instances are close, then their split residuals have approximately the same con-
ditional distribution. As a result, if one chooses a partition in such a way that
all instances are close in the profile distance, then the instances are approxi-
mately exchangeable conditionally on Xn+1. Second, two points can be close in
the profile distance even though they are far apart in the Euclidean distance. As
a result, the profile distance might avoid the curse of dimensionality and have a
large number of instances even in partitions composed of small neighborhoods.
This idea is illustrated in Examples 2.13 and 2.14.
Example 2.13. [Location family] Let f̂ (y |x)= h(y−µ(x)), where h(y) is a density
and µ(x) an arbitrary function. In this case, dĝ (xa ,xb) = 0, for every xa ,xb ∈ Rd .
For instance, if f̂ (y |x)= (2piσ2)−0.5 exp(−0.5σ−2(βt x)), the Gaussian distribution,
then all split residuals have the same profile. A partition based on the profile
distance would have a single element.
Example 2.14. [Irrelevant features] If xS is a subset of the features such that
f̂ (y |x)= f̂ (y |xS), then dĝ (xa ,xb) does not depend on the irrelevant features, Sc .
While irrelevant features do not affect the profile distance, they can have a large
impact in the Euclidean distance in high-dimensional settings.
The profile distance is also related to CD-split. Note that dĝ (xa ,xb) = 0 if
and only if the split residuals f̂ (Y |xa) and f̂ (Y |xb) have the same estimated con-
ditional cdfs. That is, qˆα(xa)= qˆα(xb), for every α. In this sense, while CD-split
generates a partition that compares qˆα(xa) and qˆα(xb) for a single α, the profile
distance can be used to create a partition that compares these values for every
α ∈ [0,1], as formalized in Theorem 2.15:
Theorem 2.15. Let f̂ (·|x) be a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure, for
every x ∈X . The equivalence relation xa ∼ xb ⇐⇒ dĝ (xa ,xb)= 0 is the minimal
equivalence relation s.t., if qˆα(xa)= qˆα(xb) for every α ∈ [0,1], then xa ∼ xb .
The profile distance induces a new partition overX , which is central to the
definition of CD-split+:
Definition 2.16 (CD-split+). Let C
′
1, . . . ,C
′
J be centroids for X
′
1, . . . ,X
′
n from D
′
according to d 2g , the profile distance (Definition 2.12). LetA be a partition ofX
such that x ∈ A j if and only if d 2g (x,C
′
j ) < d 2g (x,C
′
k ), for every k 6= j . That is, A
is the Voronoi partition generated from C
′
1, . . . ,C
′
J and d
2
g . CD-split
+is defined
in the same way as CD-split (Definition 2.4), but using this Voronoi partition
instead of the one in Definition 2.3.
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In practice, several algorithms might be used for determining the centroids
in Definition 2.16. Here, for each i ∈D, we let wi be a discretization obtained by
evaluating g (xi ) on a finite grid of values. The clustering algorithm k-means++
(Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007) determines centroids, wc1 , . . . w
c
J , over these wi .
Finally, the values of xi that generated the wci are chosen as the centroids in Def-
inition 2.16. Algorithm 2 shows pseudo-code for this implementation. Figure 2
illustrates a partition used in CD-split+. Instances that are far apart in the Eu-
clidean distance but have similar split residuals are put in the same partition.
Algorithm 2 CD-split+
Input: Data (xi ,Yi ), i = 1, ...,n, coverage level 1−α ∈ (0,1), algorithmB for fitting con-
ditional density function, number of elements of the partition J .
Output: Prediction band for xn+1 ∈Rd
1: Randomly split {1,2, ...,n} into two subsets D and D′
2: Fit fˆ =B({(xi ,Yi ) : i ∈D′}) // Estimate cumulative density function
3: Compute A , the partition of X , by applying k-means++ on the profiles of
the instances in D’
4: Compute gxn+1 (t ) =
∫
{y : fˆ (y |x)≥t } fˆ (y |x)d y , for all t > 0 // Profile of the split
residual (Definition 2.11)
5: Find A(xn+1) ∈A , the element ofA such that xn+1 ∈A
6: Compute gxi (t )=
∫
{y : fˆ (y |x)≥t } fˆ (y |x)d y , for all t > 0 and i ∈D // Profile of split
residuals (Definition 2.11)
7: Compute Ubαc(xn+1) // local split threshold (Definition 2.1)
8: return
{
y : fˆ (y |xn+1)≥Ubαc(xn+1)
}
In the following, we compare CD-split and CD-split+ to other conformal
prediction methods.
3 Simulation studies
In order to compare conformal prediction methods, this section presents several
simulations. In all of them, X= (X1, . . . , Xd ), with Xi iid∼ Unif(−1.5,1.5) and d = 20.
The simulations are scenarios are the following:
• [Homoscedastic] Y |x∼N(0.3x1,1).
• [Bimodal] Y |x∼ 0.5N( f (x)− g (x),σ2(x))+0.5N( f (x)+ g (x),σ2(x)), with f (x)=
(x1−1)2(x1+1), g (x)= 2I(x1 ≥−0.5)
p
x1+0.5, and σ2(x)= 0.25+|x1|. This is the
example from Lei and Wasserman (2014) with added irrelevant variables.
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Figure 2: Scatter plot of data generated according to Y |x ∼N (5x,1+|x|). Colors
indicate partitions that were obtained from CD-split+. Note that points that
are far from each other on the x-axis can have similar densities and belong to
the same element of the partition. This allows larger partition elements while
preserving the optimal cutoff.
• [Heteroscedastic] Y |x∼N(0.3x1,1+0.3|x1|).
• [Asymmetric] Y |x= 1.5x1+², where ²∼Gamma(1+0.6|x1|,1+0.6|x1|).
Each scenario runs 5,000 times and each predictive method uses a coverage
level of 1−α= 90%. Since the implementations of all methods obtain marginal
coverage very close to the nominal 90% level, this information is not displayed.
In all scenarios, the implementation of CD-split uses FlexCode (Izbicki and
Lee, 2017) to estimate f (y |x). FlexCode converts directly estimating f into esti-
mating regression functions that are the coefficients of the expansion of f on
a Fourier basis. The regression functions are estimated with random forests
(Breiman, 2001). Also, unless otherwise stated, the feature space is divided in
a partition of size d n100e, so that on average 100 instances fall into each element
of the partition.
Section 3.1 discusses how to choose the tuning parameters in CD-split and
CD-split+. Section 3.2 compares CD-split+ to other conformal prediction
methods in the literature. In both sections, the control of the conditional cov-
erage is measured through the conditional coverage absolute deviation, that is,
E[|P(Y ∗ ∈Cα(X∗)|X∗)−(1−α)|]. Section 3.3 compares CD-split+ to Probability-
split (Sadinle et al., 2019, Sec. 4.3), a conformal method for classification.
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Figure 3: Conditional coverage (top panel) and predictive region size (bottom
panel) for different partitions in CD-split.
3.1 Tuning CD-split
Does the performance of CD-split depend on the choice of the partitions in
Definitions 2.3 and 2.16? In order to approach this question, we consider some
variants of CD-split: Euclidean distance partitions, such as in Lei and Wasser-
man (2014) (Euclidean), CD-split with a partition that is induced by intervals
of estimated threshold values with the same number of instances (Threshold
quantiles), CD-split with a partition chosen according to k-means over the es-
timated quantiles (Threshold k-means), and the standard CD-split+ (Profile).
The upper panel of Figure 3 compares these methods according to conditional
coverage and region size in the homoscedastic and bimodal scenarios. In the
bimodal scenario the Euclidean partition has worse conditional coverage than
other partitions and CD-split+’s conditional coverage is slightly better than
that of threshold methods. The heteroscedastic and asymmetric scenarions be-
have similarly to the bimodal scenario, as shown in fig. 9 in the Appendix.
Besides conditional coverage, one might also wish to compare the above
methods according to the expected predictive region size. The lower panel of
fig. 3 allows this comparison. Generally, all methods yield similar predictive
region sizes. While in homoscedastic scenario all partitions yield similar re-
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gion sizes, in the bimodal scenario the Euclidean partition yields considerably
smaller regions. Figure 9 in the Appendix shows that the asymmetric and het-
eroscedastic scenarios have similar behaviors. Since the smaller regions in the
Euclidean partition come at the cost of a larger conditional coverage deviation,
it does not indicate a positive aspect of the Euclidean partition.
The above conclusion can be understood through a simple toy example.
Consider that X ∼ Bernoulli(0.025), Y |X = 0 ∼ N (0,1), and Y |X = 1 ∼ N (0,108).
In this case, the small predictive region C1(X ) ≡ [−2.25,2.25] attains marginal
coverage at the expense of conditional coverage. Although C2(0) = [−2,2] and
C2(1)= [−2 ·104,2 ·104] yields intervals that are much larger on average, the fact
that it satisfies conditional coverage makes it better represent the uncertainty
about Y given each value of X . C2 is also the smallest region given X .
Given the above considerations, we treat conditional coverage as a primary
goal and region size as a secondary goal. Since CD-split+ has better condi-
tional coverage than CD-split and the Euclidean partition, we compare only
CD-split+ to other methods suggested in the literature.
Besides choosing the type of partition, it is also necessary to choose its size.
Figure 4 shows how the size of the partition affects the conditional coverage and
region size of CD-split+ in the homoscedastic and bimodal scenarios. The up-
per panel shows that in the homoscedastic scenario conditional coverage wors-
ens as the partition size increases. This result is compatible with the fact that, if
f (y |x) were known, then in this scenario a single partition element would be re-
quired (Example 2.13). On the other hand, in the bimodal scenario conditional
coverage decreases until a partition of size 50 and then it increases. This behav-
ior represents the tradeoff between the number of elements in the partition and
how close each element is to xn+1. The bottom panels show that, in both scenar-
ios, the region size generally decreases with the partition size. Figure 10 in the
Appendix shows that the heteroscedastic and asymmetric scenarios are similar
to the bimodal scenario.
CD-split+ also requires tuning with respect to the conditional density esti-
mator. We test this type of tuning by fitting FlexCode coupled with the following
regression methods: random forests, knn, and lasso. We also investigate 5 differ-
ent sample sizes. For each density estimator, we estimated the conditional den-
sity loss (CDE loss),
∫ (
fˆ (y |x)− f (y |x))2 dP (x)d y (Izbicki and Lee, 2016). Figure 5
shows that, in homoscedastic and bimodal scenarios, the CDE loss is strongly
associated with the conditional coverage and region size of CD-split+. That
is, conditional density estimates with a smaller loss lead to smaller prediction
bands with a better conditional coverage. The only exception occurs in the bi-
modal scenario, in which although for large sample sizes FlexCode-lasso has a
12
Figure 4: Conditional coverage (top panel) and predictive region size (bottom
panel) for different partition sizes in CD-split+.
high CDE loss, it also has a small conditional coverage deviation. Figure 11 in
the Appendix shows that the heteroscedastic and asymmetric scenarios behave
similarly as the bimodal scenario. These observations lead to the conclusion
that a practical procedure for obtaining good prediction bands is to choose the
conditional density estimator with the smallest estimated CDE loss.
3.2 Comparison to other conformal methods
Besides tuning CD-split+, we also compare it to some previously proposed
methods. This subsection compares:
• [Reg-split] The regression-split method (Lei et al., 2018), based on the confor-
mal score |Yi − r̂ (xi )|, where r̂ is an estimate of the regression function.
• [Local Reg-split] The local regression-split method (Lei et al., 2018), based on
the conformal score |Yi−r̂ (xi )|ρ̂(xi ) , where ρ̂(xi ) is an estimate of the conditional mean
absolute deviation of |Yi − r (xi )|xi .
• [Quantile-split] The conformal quantile regression method (Romano et al.,
2019; Sesia and Candès, 2019), based on conformalized quantile regression.
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Figure 5: Performance of the CD-split+ with respect to conditional coverage
(upper panel) and region size (lower panel) as a function of the estimated con-
ditional density loss (CDE loss). Each point is a different combination of sample
size and estimator.
• [Dist-split] The conformal method from Izbicki et al. (2020) that uses the cu-
mulative distribution function, F (y |x), to create prediction intervals.
• [CD-split+] From section 2.4 with partitions of size d n100e.
Each experiment is performed with comparable settings. In particular, ran-
dom forests (Breiman, 2001) are used to estimate all quantities needed in each
method: the regression function in Reg-split, the conditional mean absolute de-
viation in Local Reg-split, the conditional quantiles via quantile forests (Mein-
shausen, 2006) in Quantile-split, and the conditional density via FlexCode (Izbicki
and Lee, 2017) in Dist-split and CD-split+. A conditional cumulative distri-
bution estimate, F̂ (y |x) is obtained by integrating the conditional density esti-
mate, that is, F̂ (y |x)= ∫ y−∞ f̂ (y |x)d y . The tuning parameters of all methods were
the default of the packages.
Figure 6 shows the performance of each method as a function of the sample
size. While the left side figures display how well each method controls condi-
tional coverage, the right side displays the average size of the obtained predictive
regions. Figure 6 shows that, in all settings, CD-split+ is the method which best
14
Figure 6: Conditional coverage (left panel) and average size of prediction bands
(right panel) for each conformal method as a function of the sample size.
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Figure 7: Conditional coverage (left) and average predictive region size (right) of
each conformal method as a function of the sample size.
controls conditional coverage. Also, in most cases its prediction bands also have
the smallest size. The only exception occurs in the heteroscedastic scenario, in
which CD-split+ trades a larger prediction band for improved conditional cov-
erage.
3.3 Classification
This section studies CD-split+ in classification settings.
In a simulation setting, we compare CD-split+ to Probability-split (Sadinle
et al., 2019, Sec. 4.3), which is a particular case of CD-split+ with a unitary par-
tition. We consider X= (X1, . . . , Xd ), with Xi iid∼ N (0,1) and Y |X follows the logis-
tic model, P(Y = i |x)∝ exp{βi · x1}, where β= (−6,−5,−1.5,0,1.5,5,6). Figure 7
shows that, while Probability-split can attain slightly smaller predictive bands,
CD-split+ yields better conditional coverage.
CD-split+ is also applied to the MNIST dataset (LeCun et al., 1995). The
data is divided in three sets: 9% as potential future samples, 70% to estimate
P(y |x), and 21% to calculate split residuals. The conditional density, P(Y = y |x),
is estimated using a convolutional neural network. Figure 8 shows six examples
of images and their respective predictive bands. The top row displays examples
where two labels were assigned to each data point. These instances generally
seem ambiguous for humans.
4 Final remarks
We prove that CD-split obtains asymptotic conditional coverage, local cover-
age and converges to an optimal oracle band, even in high-dimensional feature
spaces. These results do not require assumptions about the dependence be-
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Predicted Label(s): 3, 5 Predicted Label(s): 1, 6 Predicted Label(s): 7, 9
Predicted Label(s): 1 Predicted Label(s): 9 Predicted Label(s): 3
Figure 8: Prediction bands given by CD-split+ for some instances.
tween the target variable and the features. Since CD-split is not restricted to
intervals, it generally obtains regions that are smaller than the ones obtained by
other proposed methods. Simulations shows that CD-split generally obtains
a better conditional coverage, even among other methods that have asymptotic
conditional validity. This good performance is maintained in classification set-
tings. Simulations also show that good estimates of the conditional density gen-
erally lead to smaller prediction bands.
It is shown that CD-split can be made more stable by considering a dif-
ferent partition, as in CD-split+. CD-split+ is based on a novel data-driven
metric on the feature space that defines neighborhoods for conformal methods,
in particular in high-dimensional settings. It might be possible to use this metric
with other conformal methods to obtain better conditional coverage.
R code for implementing CD-split is available at https://github.com/
rizbicki/predictionBands.
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Proofs
Proof Theorem 2.6. Let A ∈A be s.t. Xn+1 ∈ A. Given that Xn+1 ∈ A, A(Xn+1)∪
{Xn+1,Yn+1} are exchangeable. Therefore, the rank of f̂ (Yn+1|Xn+1) among the
f̂ (Yi |Xi ) computed in A(Xn+1) is uniformly distributed among {1, |A(Xn+1)|+1}.
Conclude that
P
(
f̂ (Yn+1|Xn+1)≥Ubαc(Xn+1)|Xn+1 ∈ A
)≥ 1−α
P
(
Yn+1 ∈ {y : f̂ (y |Xi )≥Ubαc(Xn+1)}|Xn+1 ∈ A
)≥ 1−α
P (Yn+1 ∈C (Xn+1)|Xn+1 ∈ A) .
That is, C (Xn+1) is locally valid. Marginal validity follows from applying the law
of total probability over the elements ofA .
Proof of Theorem 2.15. Follows directly from Theorem 3.9 in Izbicki et al. (2020).
Related to Theorem 2.10
Lemma 4.1. Under Assumption 2.7,
P
(
sup
y∈Y
| f̂ (y |X)− f (y |X)| ≥ η1/3n
)
= o(1).
Proof. Let Bn =
{
supy∈Y | f̂ (y |X)− f (y |X)| ≥ η1/3n
}
and An =
{
E
[
supy∈Y
(
f̂ (y |X)− f (y |X))2 | f̂ ]≥ ηn}.
P(Bn)= E[P(Bn |F̂ )I(An)]+E[P(Bn |F̂ )I(Acn)]
≤P(An)+E
[
E[supy∈Y (F̂ (y |X)−F (y |X))2|F̂ ]
η2/3n
I(Acn)
]
≤ ρn +η1/3n = o(1)
Definition 4.2. H(u|x) := ∫{y : f (y |Xi )≤u} f (y |Xi )d y and qα(Xi ) :=H−1(α|Xi ).
Lemma 4.3. Under Assumptions 2.7 to 2.9,
H−1(α|Xi )− Hˆ−1(α|Xi )= oP(1).
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Proof. Define D =
{
supy∈Y | f̂ (y |Xi )− f (y |Xi )| ≥ η1/3n
}
, and also define that Au ={
y : f (y |Xi )≤ u, f̂ (y |Xi )≤ u
}
. If Dc holds, then
sup
u
∫
Au
| f (y |Xi )− f̂ (y |Xi )|d y ≤
∣∣∣∫
Y
η1/3n d y
∣∣∣ Dc
= o(1) Assumption 2.9 (2)
Also let Bu = {y : f (y |Xi )≤ u, f̂ (y |Xi )> u}. Under Dc ,
sup
u
∫
Bu
f (y |Xi )d y ≤ sup
u
∫
{y :u−η1/3n ≤ f (y |Xi )≤u}
f (y |Xi )d y Dc
= sup
u
|H(u|Xi )−H(u−η1/3n |Xi )|
= o(1) Assumption 2.8 (3)
Finally, let Cu = {y : f (y |Xi )> u, f̂ (y |Xi )≤ u}. Under Dc ,
sup
u
∫
Cu
f̂ (y |Xi )d y ≤ sup
u
∫
{y :u≤ f (y |Xi )≤u+η1/3n }
( f (y |Xi )+η1/3n )d y Dc
= sup
u
|H(u+η1/3n |Xi )−H(u|Xi )|+o(1) Assumption 2.9
o(1) Assumption 2.8
(4)
Using the above derivations, observe that under Dc
sup
u
|H(u|Xi )− Hˆ(u|Xi )| = sup
u
∣∣∣∫
{y : f (y |x)≤u}
f (y |x)d y −
∫
{y : f̂ (y |x)≤u}
f̂ (y |x)d y
∣∣∣
≤ sup
u
∫
Au
| f (y |Xi )− f̂ (y |Xi )|d y + sup
u
∫
Bu
f (y |Xi )d y + sup
u
∫
Cu
f̂ (y |Xi )d y
= o(1) eqs. (2) to (4)
Since Lemma 4.1 shows thatP(D)= o(1), conclude that supu |H(u|Xi )−Hˆ(u|Xi )| =
oP(1). It follows from Assumption 2.8 that |H−1(α|Xi )− Hˆ(α|Xi )| = oP(1).
Lemma 4.4. Let M ∼ Bin(n, p) and (X1, Z1), . . . , (XM , ZM ) be i.i.d. continuous
random variables such that |F−1Zi (α|Xi )− t | = oP(1) and FZi is continuous and
increasing in a neighborhood of t . If F̂ is the empirical cdf of Z1, . . . , ZM , then
|F̂−1(α)− t | = oP(1).
Proof. Since |F−1Zi (α|Xi )− t | = oP(1), there exists ρn = o(1) such that one obtains
P(|F−1Zi (α)− t | > ρn) = o(1). Let An = {i ≤ M : |F−1Zi (α|Xi )− t | ≤ ρn}, tn be the
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α-quantile of Zi given that Zi ∈ An , and F̂A be the empirical cumulative distri-
bution function of the Zi in An . By construction,
F̂−1A
(b(M −|Acn |)αc
M
)
≤ F̂−1 (α)≤ F̂−1A
(dMαe
M
)
. Therefore,
P
(|F̂−1(α)− t | > ²)≤P(max(∣∣∣F̂−1A (b(M −|Acn |)αcM
)
− t
∣∣∣, ∣∣∣F̂−1A (dMαeM
)
− t
∣∣∣)> ²)
≤P
(∣∣∣F̂−1A (b(M −|Acn |)αcM
)
− t
∣∣∣≥ 0.5²)+P(∣∣∣F̂−1A (dMαeM
)
− t
∣∣∣> 0.5²)
Hence, it is enough to show that
∣∣∣F̂−1A ( b(M−|Acn |)αcM )− t ∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣F̂−1A ( dMαeM )− t ∣∣∣ are
oP(1). Since the proofs are similar, we show only the first case. Furthermore,
P
(∣∣∣F̂−1A (b(M −|Acn |)αcM
)
− t
∣∣∣> ²)≤P(∣∣∣F̂−1A (b(M −|Acn |)αcM
)
− tn
∣∣∣> ²−|t − tn |)
It is sufficient to show that P
(
F̂−1A
( b(M−|Acn |)αc
M
)
< tn −²+|t − tn |
)
= o(1) and that
P
(
F̂−1A
( b(M−|Acn |)αc
M
)
> tn +²−|t − tn |
)
= o(1). Since both cases are similar, we show
only the former. Note that by construction, |t − tn | ≤ ρn = o(1), and therefore
there exists m1 such that, for every n >m1,
P
(
F̂−1A
(b(M −|Acn |)αc
M
)
< tn −²+|t − tn |
)
≤P
(
F̂−1A
(b(M −|Acn |)αc
M
)
≤ tn −0.5²
)
≤P
(∣∣∣ {i : Zi ∈ An ∩Zi ≤ tn −0.5²} ∣∣∣≥ b(M −|Acn |)αc
M
· |An |
)
=P
(
Qn ≥
b(M −|Acn |)αc
M
· |An |
)
, (5)
where Qn :=
∣∣∣ {i : Zi ∈ An ∩Zi ≤ tn −0.5²} ∣∣∣. Let FA(z) := P(Zi ≤ y |Zi ∈ An). Since
the Zi are i.id., given An , Qn ∼Binomial(|An |,FA(tn −0.5²)).
It remains to show that FA(tn −0.5²) is close to FZi (tn −0.5²). Since FA(z) =
P(Zi≤z∩Zi∈An )
P(Zi∈An ) , obtain
FZi (y)−o(1)
1−o(1) ≤ FA(z)≤
FZi (y)
1−o(1) . From these inequalities and ob-
serving that tn = t +o(1) and that FZi (z) is continuous and increasing, conclude
that FA(tn − 0.5²)+ o(1) = FZi (t − 0.5²) < α. That is, there exists m2 > m1 such
that for n >m2, FA(tn −0.5²)≤α∗ <α and, using eq. (5),
P
(∣∣∣F̂−1A (b(M −|Acn |)αcM
)
− t
∣∣∣> ²)≤ E[P(Qn ≥ b(M −|Acn |)αc
M
· |An |
∣∣∣An)]
≤ E
[
exp
(
−2|An |
(
α∗− b(M −|A
c
n |)αc
M
)2)]
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Since P(M < 0.5np)= o(1) and M−|Acn |M = oP(1), conclude that
P
(∣∣∣F̂−1A (b(M −|Acn |)αcM
)
− t
∣∣∣> ²)= o(1).
Lemma 4.5. Let C∗α = {y : f (y |Xn+1) ≥ qα(Xn+1)} and Cα = {y : f̂ (y |Xn+1) ≥ qˆα}.
Under Assumptions 2.7 and 2.8, if |qα(Xn+1)− qˆα| = oP(1), then
P
(
Y ∈C∗α4Cα|Xn+1
)= oP(1)
Proof. Let Bn be such as in Lemma 4.1. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that P(Bn)=
o(1). Similarly, since |qα − qˆα| = oP(1), there exists λn = o(1) such that Dn :=
P(|qα−qˆα| >λn)= o(1). Finally, note that if E cn := (Bn∩Dn)c holds, then C∗α4Cα ⊆
{y : | f (y |Xn+1)−q | ≤λn +η1/3n } Therefore, for every ²> 0,
P
(
Yn+1 ∈C∗4C
)≤P(Yn+1 ∈C∗4C ,E cn |)+P(En)
≤P(| f (Yn+1|Xn+1)−q | ≤λn +η1/3n })+o(1)
= E[H(q +o(1)|Xn+1)−H(q −o(1)|Xn+1)]+o(1)
= o(1),
where the last equality follows from Assumption 2.8 and the dominated conver-
gence theorem. Since P
(
Yn+1 ∈C4Cˆ
)= o(1), it follows from Markov’s inequality
that P (Yn+1 ∈C∗4C |Xn+1)= oP(1).
Proof of Theorem 2.10. Let Zi = f̂ (Yi |Xi ), t =H−1(α|Xn+1), and M = |T (xn+1,D)|.
It follows from Assumption 2.8 that P(xi ∈T (xn+1,D)) = p > 0. Therefore, M ∼
Bin(n, p). Also, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that H−1(α|Xi )− Hˆ−1(α|Xi ) = oP(1).
Therefore, for every xi ∈ A(xn+1), H−1(α|Xi )−t = oP(1), that is, F−1Zi (α)−t = oP(1).
Since q(α;T (xn+1,D)) is the α-quantile of the empirical cdf of {Zi : i ∈ A(xn+1)},
conclude from Lemma 4.4 that |q(α;T (xn+1,D))− t | = oP(1). The rest of the
proof follows directly from Lemma 4.5.
Additional figures
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Figure 9: Conditional coverage (top panel) and region size (lower panel) for dif-
ferent partitions in CD-split.
Figure 10: Conditional coverage (top panel) and predictive region size (bottom
panel) for different partition sizes in CD-split+.
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Figure 11: Performance of the CD-split+ with respect to conditional coverage
(upper panel) and region size (lower panel) as a function of the estimated con-
ditional density loss (CDE loss). Each point is a different combination of sample
size and estimator.
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